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Introduction
When doubts were first raised about the veracity of the dramatic advances in stem cell research announced by 만ofessor Hwang Woo-Suk, a significant minority response was to question the qualifications of journalists *Robert. Sparrow@arts.monash.edu.au 언론정보연구 저 143권 제 1 호 to invesltigate the matter. In a letter to the joumal Scienceat the height of the controversy, eight senior stem cell researchers of international repute contrasted the " recent trial [of Hwang's research] in the press" with the appropriate way of settling scientific disputes, which • the authors insisted is " within the scientific community" (Wilmut et a1., 2005) . According to remarks reported in ηle Chosun Ilbo, Professors Lee Young-soon and Cho Moo-je have also suggested that journalists are not adequately qualified to question or investigate scientists (The Chosun Ilbo, 2005) . In a similar vein,
The Korea Herald quoted legislator Won Hye-Young as saying "It is wrong for joumalists to attempt to verify scientific research .... The verification should be done by an officially recognised scientific agency" (Kwon, 2005) .
In this paper 1 examine the contempor따y relationships between sciεnce， scientists, the public, and the media. In the modern context the progress of science often relies on the media to mobilise public support for research and also for the purpose of communication within the scientific community.
As a result, attempts to counterpose " science" and " the media" should be tr않ted with some caution. 1 argue that because of the essential role played by ethics in good science, joumalists may in fact sometim않 be well placed to investigate scientists. At the conclusion of my paper 1 draw out some of the implications of my an때sis for the et퍼cs of inv，않tigative joumalism directed towards scientific research.
The context of the controversy
Before 1 proceed any further, 1 want to make a few general remarks about the media reporting on -and public reception of -the Hwang stem cell controversy, as 1 believe a proper understanding of the context of responses to Professor Hwang's research is essential to under 염 stan 떼~펴 d 이 ding the subsequent debate about the appropriate role of the mediain relation to science which is the object of my study.
The Hwang case is not the first case of a scientist fabricating results, nor is it likely to be the last (La Follette, 1992; Batty, 2006) . 1) However, there are a number of reasons why this case was always likely to achieve the extraordinarily high profile that it did.
πle first thing to observe about Professor Hwang's research is that both the 2004 and the 2005 Science papers (Hwang et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2005) claimed results that had been eagerly anticipated within the science community (Couzin, 2006) . Ever since the cloning of Dolly the sheep, scientists have believed • and still believe -that the s떠ne technology should make possible the cloning of human beings, at least to the early stages of embryonic development (Vogel, 2004; Gurdon & Colman, 1999) .
만lere was intense competition amongst researchers to be the first to achieve this and the announcement that the Korean team had succeeded only con:finned the prevailing belief about the possibility of the result.
Moreover, a great deal of other current research, especially that dedicated to unravelling the molecular signals which direct stem cells tobecome different tissue types, relies for its potential applications on our ability to create patient specific stem cells. Scientists working in these areas therefore also had good reason to welcome Hwang's announcements.
The production of patient specific stem cells had also been eagerly awaited by much larger community of people who believe that stem cell therapies are the best hope for treating currently incurable medical conditions, including heart disease, Parkinson's disease, and spinal cord injuries (Gurdon & Cohnan, 1999 for -and further funding for -stem cell research (Cyranoski, 2006; McCarthy, 2004; Vogel, 2004 3. " Science" versus "멤le media"
The December 23, 2005, edition of Science contained a letter entitled "Human Embryonic Stem Cells", and signed by eight scientists, all of whom are major figures in stem cell science international1y (Wihnut et al., 2005) . After noting the high hopes in the community at large for regenerative medicine associated with stem cell research, and the resp이1Sibility this places on scientists wor성ng in the area, the authors go on to attempt to frame a distinction between science and the media and to suggest a division of labour between them. They refer somewhat disparagingly to "the recent trial in the press of the ethics and scientific validity of publications on human somatic cell nuclear transfer". They argue that " accusations made in the press about the validity of the experiments published in South Korea are ... best resolved within the scientific community". Clearly implicit in this claim is the idea that these media accusations are thell1Selves not " within" the scientific community. In p따t， then, this letter expresses the wish that the media would " stay out" of sClence.
Let me note at this point that 1 can understand, and to a certain extent sympathise with (what 1 presume were) the motives of the signatories to this letter. As scientists involved in stem cell research -and also public advocacy of such research -they are undoubtedly all too aware of the range and strength of the forcεs opposed to humanembryonic stem cell research and the likelihood that opposition to it will be reinvigorated by the m 언론정보연구 제 43권 제 1 호 revelation that its most impressive results have been fabricated. The possibility that the public will jump to unwarranted neg따ive conclusions about stem cell research more generally is very real and no doubt disheartening to these researchers. 1 should also note that this letter to
Science includes some serious and sensible suggestions about steps the scientific community could take to reduce the likelihood of accusations of fraud in the future.
Having said this, there is also something breathtakingly naive about the argument of this letter. It is far too late to ask the public or the media to " leave it to the scientists" in relation to the Hwang controversy. Right from the start, the Hwang controversy was a media phenomenon, even "wit삐n"
science. Professor Hwang's claims began to unravel as result of critidsm from a science journalist and then anonymous tipoffs sent to a Web bulletin board for young Korean scientists (Chong & Normile, 2006) . U.S.-based Professor Gerald Schatten's requ않t that his name be withdrawn from the paper in Science followed upon his learning from his Korean collaborators t뼈t Professor Hwang's research was being inv않tigated by the journ띠ists from " PD Notebook" (Kim & Lee, 2005) . According to a report of the fmdings of the University of Pittsburgh investigatory panel, in Nature, Professor Schatten's primary contribution to Hwang's famous (and genuine)
paper in Nature which recorded the birth of Snuppy, the world's first cloned dog, was, according to 비s own account, to recommend the use of a professional photographer in preparing the photographs to accompany the publication (Holden, 2006) . πlÍs was apparently sufficient to allow him to claim credit as a co-author on the paper. In the light of revelations like these, the plea to let scientists resolve the controversy amongst themselves, free of the pernicious influence of the media, comes more than a little too late.
There is also more than a hint of hypocrisy involved in the attempt to distance "the media" and "the scientific community" in this case, coming from a rlεsearch COmmUl피ty that has been all too willing to use the media to its own ends in other circwnstances, and in p따ticular to mobilise public support for its prl 이ects. Debates about legislation and ethics regulations relating to research on human embryos have been extremely irnportant in determining the direction of stem cellresearch and also the relative success of scientists in different nations pursuing p따ticular research projects in the area. As a rlεsult， many scientists have themselves been vigorous participants in these debates, lobbying for changes to legislation and regulations in order to make such research easier to caσY out in those nations in which their laboratories are based (Mooney, 2004) . Scientists involved in stem cell research have also conducted a concerted campaign to gather support for funding stem cell research by advertising its potential to lead to revolutionary advances in regenerative medicine (Brumfiel & Maπis， 2004) . πùs campaign has beencarried out in the political arena by me없lS of the media. Given the role played by the media in promoting stem cell research to the public, is difficult to see why the mεdia should not be allowed a role in cautioning the public about it as well.
Of course, the role played by the media in competition between scientists for funding and for public support for their research projects is not confined to stem cell research. Science is no longer, if indeed it ever was, an autonomous field of human endeavour, divorced from politics, econollÙcs, and the media. Instead, scientific research is nowadays often directed, at least in part, towards the pursuit of national priorities. When it comes to determining national priorities for research in a democracy, it is entirely appropriate to be concemed with the level of public support for different sorts of research (Resnick, 1998, 167-171) . These decisions will ultirnately be made by the representatives of the public, with an eye on the public support for various competing options. However, the public has little choice There is another important way in which modem science relies on the media, which also 뻐deη띠nes attempts to counterpose science and the media. Increasingly, media institutions play a central role withinthe scientific community, publishing and publicising results within it.
Publication in the joumals is one of the primaη goals • and essential tests -of scientific res않rch. Researchers complete to publish their work in journals with the highest " impact factor". Joumals compete to be awarded the highest impact factor, by publishing the best research, in order to be able to attract more institutional subscriptions and revenue from advertisers. 2 )
Universities subscribe to the best journals so that their researchers have access to the best research. If the system is working properly, this means that the best research is published in the places where it commands the most attention and thus can have the maximum impact on the research of others working in the field. In this way, the "science media" plays a key role in promoting the goals of science (LaFollette, 1992, Chapter 3).
Interestingly, because of the role of the media within science, the publication of the two papers of Professor Hwang's that were subsequent1y withdrawn can itself be seen as the result of a failure of mεdia ethics. The assumption of honesty made by referees when refereeing papers for journals
2) It is worth noting here the increasing role played by commercial considerations in science publishing. Whereas once upon a time scientific journals were overwhelmingly publi야led by professional associations or research institutions without regard to commercial profitability, large publishing houses now maintain significant academic publis퍼ng divisions, which must ultimately be concemed with their economic " bottom line".
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is perhaps naive in the modem context in which scientific research takes place. πle rewards for publishing first -and the costs of publishing second -are too great (Radford, 2006 
Good science and " good scientists"
In response to my argument to this point, it might bε held that while science and the media are intertwined, the roles of scientists and journalists remain importantly and appropriately distinct. Perhaps the job of scientists is to investigate nature, where the proper task of joumalists is to serve the public by entεrtaining， pro띠며ng information, 없ldserving as a check on govemment and other abuses of power. Because their roles are different, the appropriate qualifications for those wor때19 in each discipline are a1so different, with journalists needing generalist s힘l1s in the humanities, and scientists requiring specialised knowledge in particular scientific disciplines.
1 have argued above that thε institutions of science and the media are no longer as distinct as perhaps once was the case. As a resu1t, there are now many professional "science journa1ists". Scientists are also more involved in public affairs then was previously the case. This means that the qualifications required for success in these professions are no longer entirely dis따ct. However, the question of the qualifications of journalists is a complex one. Ther' e is a c1ear' sense in which criti않 of journalistic assessment of science are correct. Journalists do not have the scientific qualifications and expert knowledge to reliably assess the plausibi1ity of particular scientific c1ainls. Even science journalists must be capable of reporting across a number of different topics and there is no way possible for them to have sufficient expertise to be able to reach their own judgements about scientific hypotheses in all of the areas on which they report. At least some aspects of scientific controversies must therefore be resolved by scientists themselves. Yet in another sense, this c1aim has been revealed by recent events to have perhaps been too 뼈sty. In the light of the success of young Korean journalists at revealing a scientific fraud to which the scientific community had been blind for nearly 2 years, which had distorted r，않earch prio더ti않， and which had thus had significant negative impacts on science, it is arguably time to reconsider the c1aim that they were not qualified to conduct their investigation.
If we focus on1y on the impressive specialist knowledge and skills that scientists must have in order to pursue their research, it is easy to reach the conc1usion that on1y other scientists are qualified to question or investigate 1 must emphasise at this point that the expression " good science" is not herε itself intended as an ethical evaluation. By " good science" 1 mean only science that meets the goals of science and contributes to human understanding of the natural world. My argument is not that scientists must have certain virtues in order to be good people, it is that théy must have these virtues in order to do good scientific research. 암llS is the 때se because good scientific data consists in m아e than just a set of numbers or cell cultures. It also consists in a description of how the results were arrived at, the techniques used, 없ld the methods employed to ensure that they wεrε accurate. More general1y, it consists in our capacity to rely upon it. If scientists are to bε able to rely on and build upon the results of other researchers, they must be able to trust that these researchers have reported their findings truthfully (Macrina, 1995; Res띠k， 1998, Chapter 4) . A dishonest researcher is not merely a bad person • they are a bad researcher. The fabrication of scientific results is a threat to the very foundations of the scientific enterprise (Cho, McGee, & Magnus, 2006) .
Truthfulnεss is the most obvious example of an ethical virtue which liεs at the heart of the scientific enterprise. There are others 一 although, because the connection between science and ethics is the reliability of evidentiary statements, they also tend to be closely related to honesty (Resnik, 1998, Chapter 4) . Other virtues necess따Y to scientists are courage,
proper self-love, and a sense of justice. Courage is necessary for researchers so that they are capable of pursuing ideas where they lead and challenging repressive orthodoxy. "Intellectual cowardice" is an obvious failing in a scientist. "안oper self love" -an appropriate amount of concern for one's own character and reput따ion • is a virtue for similarreasons. A lack of pro야r self love may cause a scientist to give up a promising line of research unnecessarily as a result of criticisms by her col1eagues, or to fail to publicise important results that should in fact be brought to the attention of others working in the field. It is arguable that an excess (and therefore, within an Aristolian framework, a corruption) of this virtuehas been a factor in the undoing of both Professor Hwang and 안ofessor' Schatten, causing them to promote their reputations at the cost of scientific accuracy. Finally, a sense of justice is necessary to good science because science is a collective enterprise. Scientists must not only be able to trust each other's data, they must be able to trust each other to treat other people justly. If they cannot do so, they will not be able to collaborate, or plan pr l 이ects together (Seebauer & Barrγ， 2001) . If scientists cannot trust a colleague's sense of justice they will be rightly reluctant to send students to their laboratory or engage in any of the hundreds of other cooperative activities that are essential to modern scientific research. Modern science would grind to a halt without such cooperation (Resnik, 1998, Chapter 4) .
The scientific pr'에ect cannot advance, then, un1e잃 scientists possess these virtues. Importantly, as these virtues (and vices) inhere in the character of scientists, the presence or absence of these virtues is revealed in their life and work and not just in their work in the laboratory. If a researcher is dishonest outside of their work this underrnines our trust in them. πllS assessment of their character also undercuts our faith in the reliability of thε results that they report in their scientific work and thus their ability to contribute to progress in science. This m않ns that journa1ists are well qua1ified to investigate and commεnt upon aspects of scientific practice 언론정보연구 제 43권 제 1 호 which are absolutely central to the production of good science. It might even be argued that given the social role of journalism as a check on power in a democracy, and because of the skills at accessing the public record that journalists possess, journalists are in fact the people best situated to investigate these matters. Such investigation is a contribution to science in its own terms. Scientist should therefore welcome the investigations, and questions, of journalists -just as much as they welcome the publicity that journalists provide to their successes.
Implic없ions for investigative joumalism
What are the implications of these conclusions for the ethics of journa1ists involved in reporting science? 1 have suggested that it is entirely appropriate for journalists to question and investigate the activities and ethics of scientists. Given the important role that science plays in our lives, and the increasingly close cαmections between science, governments and corporations, it might further be argued that journalists have a duty to do so.
πlere are also reasons to believe that investigative journalists in this field may need to use "robust" (Tanner, Phillips, Smyth, & Taps따1， 2005, 238 (Jackson, 1992 
